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A VIEW FROM THE TOP
Jacqui Cooper’s story is one of triumph, tragedy, defeat and success. It’s a story that
makes you believe in the strength of the human spirit. Her passion, persistence and
unwavering dedication to a sport that is brutal and cruel, is absolutely inspiring.
Jacqui takes you on a journey – a journey that lasts 21 years in her sport. As well as
being entertained and inspired, your audience will be left with a lasting impression that
“success is not final, failure is not fatal. It is the courage to continue that counts.”
Jacqui’s presentation entitled “A View From the Top” includes;
• DVD montage of her career narrated by Channel 7 sports presenter Mark Beretta
• Stories from her childhood; events that shaped her future
• Reliving inspirational and courageous moments in sport and life
• Jacqui’s philosophy on the attributes of a successful person
• Audience participation
• Photo opportunities with her crystal World Cup and World Championship gold medal
• Lucky door prizes
Jacqui can tailor a presentation so that the theme of her delivery is exactly what
a business or client needs to motivate their staff or audience.
Some of her recent presentations have included;
• The parallels between business and sport
• Women in sport
• Goal setting
• Drugs in sport

Now labelled the “greatest aerial skier of all time”, Jacqui will tell you
that just like Muhammad Ali, “I am the greatest, I said that even before
I knew I was”. That was the self belief needed to take on the world in
a non-traditional Australian sport.
Jacqui’s story resonates with all listeners and reminds us that with hard work,
self belief and persistence, a world of success awaits.
Jacqui Cooper personifies the following qualities:
Persistence
Longevity
Determination
Self belief
Overcoming adversity
Reinvention
Innovation
Inspiration

Self motivation
Leader
Strength
Excellence
Success
Uniqueness
Courage

